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Hello Ms. Hamilton,
 
Thank you for meeting with me Friday afternoon to discuss LU 14-001. I would like to clarify the
District’s position on several of the staff recommendations.
 
SV 14-0001;
 
The District will resize the sign on the face of the stadium canopy to meet the requirement of the
sign code.
 
The District believes that its front entrance sign should be permitted as submitted and will present
its arguments as such at the DRC hearing. However, in an effort to be completely responsive and
allow for consideration of an option that staff might view more favorably, the District is submitting
the attached sketch depicting an entrance shelter with a sign attached as an alternate.  This sketch
also shows the entrance structure originally proposed in our application, which includes a sign on a
three foot high by two foot wide beam supported by two ten foot high by two foot square CME
columns.  This sign is approximately 69 square feet.  Due to its location on the north edge of the
east parking lot, this sign will have very limited views to public vehicular traffic on Overlook Drive.
 
The District submitted information in its application for the displays on the south side of the
stadium canopy as signs based upon the planning staff’s direction. It is the belief of the District that
this display does not fall under the purview of the sign code as this display does not meet two
criteria of the sign code.
 
The first criteria is that the display does not meet the purpose statement of the code, LOC
47.03.010 Purpose., in that this display is not visible to public vehicular traffic.
 
The second criteria is that by the definition of a sign, 47.03.015 Definitions., this graphic is not
considered a sign.
 
The specific definition of a sign is “A device, structure, or fixture which incorporates graphics, symbols, or written
copy visible to the public, including those devices, structures or fixtures which are behind windows or building openings,
which are intended to communicate information. Graphics, art work and seasonal decorations which do not relate to the
use of a site or structure are not considered signs.”
 
It is the District’s contention the display should not be considered a sign. The text of the display
“Home of the Pacers” is not specific to the use of this structure. It is a statement of pride of the
Lakeridge community. It is not specific to the Lakeridge High School site; it is a state of being .
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March 13, 2014 


  


 


Rob Dreier 


Lake Oswego School District 7J 


2455 Country Club Road 


P.O. Box 70 


Lake Oswego, OR 97034-0070 


RE: Casefile LU-14-001  Lakeridge High School Stadium Mitigation Trees 


Dear Rob:  


We have modified our tree mitigation plan in response to the Staff Report 


Recommendations (VIII D. 9.) as follows: 


a. At least one of the mitigation Douglas fir trees shall be located in the 


area directly behind the press box. 


We have placed one of the trees directly behind the press box as recommended.  


However because this location is under existing canopy, we do not recommend 


Douglas fir.  Douglas fir does not tolerate dense shade.  In a native environment, 


Douglas fir is considered a pioneer species that colonizes a forest after a 


disturbance such as a forest fire.  It does not reproduce under its own canopy.  


Shade tolerant species such as western red cedar or hemlock are native climax 


species that grow under dense fir canopies.  Therefore we have shown a western red 


cedar instead of Douglas fir.    


b. At least three of the mitigation Douglas fir trees shall be planted between 


the temporary bleacher pad and the north property line. 


We have placed three Douglas fir between the temporary bleacher pad and the 


north property line as recommended. These will be planted only if the alternates 


that remove trees in the area are exercised.   


 


Sincerely, 


ATLAS LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 


 


 


 


 


Nick Wilson, PLA 


                   







 
LU 14-0001
 
The application documents communicate a complete vision of the stadium with plans showing the
base project with several alternates that will be implemented in phases over the course of at least a
couple years, possibly more. As the District implements the project, including the alternates, the
tree and other mitigation will need to follow the activity. As an example, per our discussion, the
District will not remove all of the trees at the beginning of the project, but will remove the trees
required for that specific aspect of the project to be undertaken.  We propose to plant the
mitigation trees on a one for one basis following each phase, see attached sheets L1.0 and L2.0.
 
Given this concept of applying mitigation as each component/alternate of the project is undertaken,
the District is seeking to have the reduction of the temporary seating to be proportional to the
construction of the permanent seating.
 
Per our conversation, we discussed the language of VIII.C and will be recommending adding the
following underlined text:
 
The following parking and traffic management control measures shall be applied
to all varsity football games. Up to three additional large athletic events,
e.g., playoff games or tournaments with an expected attendance of 1200 or
more spectators and participants, that occur outside of the varsity football
season, are allowed at the Lakeridge athletic fields, provided the parking
and traffic management control measures identified below are applied.
 
 
Please affirm that VIII.C.4 was a carryover from LU 08-0007 and is not a requirement for LU 14-0001
as this condition was met in LU 10-0036.
 
Attached:
Entrance Sign.pdf
L1.0.pdf
L2.0.pdf
Atlas Landscape.pdf
 
Regards,
Rob Dreier
Director of Facility Operations
Lake Oswego School District
ph: 503-534-2242
fx: 503-534-2237
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